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 Matkterrmiatggag Kgevestfiga#ien eff tke Pwesgtigafi FoffggRsaEge

                 oss tkee FuesRgss off Fuase.

                                        '                           '
                        '                            By

             Yoshiro IKEDA and Katsuhiko YoNETA.

                    (Received August 6, 1930.)

                      X, Xntroduetion,

   Although it seems as if there is nothing left to be discussed on

the phenomena of fusion of fuse, it will not be insignificant to mani-

fest the ma"thematical meaning o£ the practical formula for studying

it in the wider range of applicaeion. For this reason, the authors

have intended to solve the problem from the physico-mathematical

standpoint･ By fuse, we mean the fusible metal used to protect the

conductors against exeessive heating in consequence of too high cur-

rents. The fuses consist of wires or strips connected in the circuit

which melt at a given predetermined current in consequenee of the

Joule's heat developed and thus break the cireuit which, is there by

   The dimensions of the fuse are dependent principally upon the

strength gf current, and the method of the mounting (openly or

closed) besides whieh we can imagine many factors to be considered

for determining the length and cross section of the fuses. Therefore

it seems hardly possible to fix all these quantities by formula and

they are usually estimated by the aid of the experimental results

for normal conditions. In spite of these circumstances, we don't

think that the phenomena which lead to the melting of a fuse are

so complicated as to be incapable of a mathematical solution. FOr a

theoretically complete caleulation, it is necessary to take into ac-

count the absolute dimensions, the specific electric conductivity of

the material, its temperature coeMcient, the specific heat, the latent

heat of fusion, specifie gravity and specific heat--eonductivity of the

material, above all the constant of Newton's law of cooling, and the



'
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position of the material (horizontal or vertical). All these conditions

exeept the last can affect the melting of a fuse, while the last con-

dition can produee thermo-elastic and mechanical effects. Firstly we

have tried to estimate the infiuences of these conditions and have

aseertained that the phenomena which lead to melting ean 'be looked

upon as a mathematical problem of heat eonduction of metal, in

which heat develops, although at the moment of explosion or break-

ing the circuit, the mechanical condition can affect the explosion or

breaking of the fuses very strongly.

   If the temperature is very high and near the melting point, the

fuse become plastic and breaks on account of its own weight. For

this reason Lit ls evident that the breaking of the fuse may be

greatly influenced by its position. If we enclosethe fuse in a silica

tube and lay it horizontal, then the breaking can not occur even if

the fuse is in a liquid state. On the other hand even if the tem-

perature of the fuse reaches the melting point, it can not melt

without the Iatent heat of fusion. But this correction ean be easily

calculated.

                   xx, Wraetieal xeormula,

   The time necessary for reaching the melting point is given

from the formula (91) in the preceding article.
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Putting the

formulae,

following numerical values for Iead wire into these

   I
z ==
   -Z;ii

7L,, =300 (melting point of lead 3270C -room temperature 270C)

a= 43 × 10-`

w=11.3

c==O.031

G=:O.083'

we obtain the simple

(s) t(.,tt.-,!+4Dh)

desirable

  8.27･
 z2-1.98

formulae.

[O.7+1og(z2-1)-logz2].

(6) z;l=1.17×los(Tli.;r+4Dh)D4.

   If III. is great, the latent heat will be soon supplied, and the

amount of the heat escape from the boundary during the interval will

be negligibly small. Thus we might calculate the time necessary for

supplying the Iatent heat undeT the assumption of adiabatic state.
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(7) I,ii,,J,2ZeSti.-:7rp25w,

           (1+a!z.)e(7242.+.llll,),TtZbt(LSi-)2tia==sw,

(s) (7`Dh)`i"=7Tli{?ei(sc.+5
,･
,Tnz)z2'

For lead wire

          '(g) (7;+!.IZhpm)t,.-2S2,

Therefore,

(9)' (f,+4Dh)t==,,8.'2i7.gs[o.7+Iog(z2-1)-logz2]+2S2.

   But if III. is not great enough, the heat fiow into the surrounding

medium from the boundary is considerable. In the limiting case of

the minimum current, the temperature in the mid-point of the con-

ductor is at the melting point, and the temperatures at both ter-

minals are nearly equal to zero. Therefore, the heat fiow from bound-

ary will be greatest in this case.

(10) l;l,lpl;,;l[ie22t'-6.aa7t";"Tp2t'-hefz.27rpt'==o.

   The time tia necessary for obtaining the latent heat will be in

the general .case:

(11) :ili,pl42ife22ti.-6aslzlnt7rp2tt.-hGT.27rpti.=vrp2w5.

                 '
   The heat flow into surrounding medium 'is smaller than that of

the above case, but it may be ,considered to be nearly equal when

I/I. is very great. Therefore, we may write as an approximation.

               7rf(T2-J;,:) - w5
                              .                7r2p`.4.2 tlca
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(12) 47,:(b.-...6($+2ph).Tinu!,

           4.2,,2p4                                  .z;,e                       4+aTCZI,n

(i3) (E],iil+LiZtf)t`"m.T.e(i+Wa5Tu,t)(z2.o'

                           4+aT7;n

For lead wire:

(14) (L'7',2'+4Dh)tta=,et521･

Therefore,

(14)' (-t?+4Dh)t=,,8i217.-ts[O.7+log(z2-1)-Iogz2]+,2,'nv521.

   If the form and material of terminals are given, the terminal

temperature wM be ealculated loy the integro-differential equation.

On the other hand, if the temperature at thetermlnalsis given, say

V, then the temperature will be given from (48) in the preeeding

paper.

                                      2 4T
               4 a2 al2V
(15) lt=LEFa2(7,2+2ph)-b2+a2(-!ge!I2-+2ph)-b2'

           a2(--7-,2-+2,h)fh,-fllt"tha2-el2(i+ZaTm)g･

Putting

(i6) a2-(-i,L;."--g)27L"
&2(.7/l."Tlli'i)f･

we get

           (i.( 2:.:e)21( $,i +LZIILL)=*7r,i -EX-,,,
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           i-(iil.:c)2--II-,.2Z i2 iX.'

                           P 7r2

           (kc)2=-i-gi･.tiL--z2 X･.

                           P 7r2

a7) Jinc=Ln(i--ll'i+2}i2"liXl,I,)'

                           P T2

   Thus, we may use the formula (9) in the case wheretis small and

the formula (14) in the case where t is great. In the intermediate

case, the time eurve will be plotted between the curves eraced accord-

ing to the formulae (9)' and (14)'. Fortunately as the difference of

the two eurves is very small, we need not trouble about the inex-

actitude of the intermediate case. As an example, the curve foT

lead wlre is shown in Fig. 2.

   The constant h of the Newton's law is considered to be due to

the radiation, convection and conduetion. When the wire or strip is

thin, the heat fiow caused by eonvection predominates against con-

duetion and radiation. In fact, from the law of Similarity (Ahnlich-

keitsgesetz) it follows that the convection is inversely proportional

to the dimension (here radius principally).

   Therefore, h may be written

                      h=, A +B.
                         D

From the preliminary experiments of minimum current (the fuse is

laid horizontally), we have determined the constants A and B for

lead wire by making use of the formula (2).

                      A=O.OOI ,

                      B=O.O059. ･
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                   UI. Numerical Example.

   For the first, we have tried to investigate only the ease where

the time necessary for fusion is very srnall, by taking an oscillogTam

of the current and potential at that mornent, as shown in Fig. 1.

From (88) of the preceding paper and (7),

           t=illif?i`,Wig(log(1+aTm)+,(i+5a.z.)]･

     l . ,,,,--･-'i""''`"iiii･ii'i･ii/ii･ii･ii'i･/i･-' .'ii''
ilii/illlllll'illl,l,,,.,llllliiliillliii'ii,,irlii:i'iil.''i

 .m.w,"mwm-g-･･- ve･i"`"'i'"''''"wn`iiM'11111ilile,l,.l.iliililii.lll. ,,,,. ri.",r.r.en,t.,

                                              .                  ' ''il'i" 111"'i' "''
                                     'T. ///1ts･"liili'･iii,,.,,... .,.,,,..

      ''n1 di il

For lead

         rv A nt,kvrv pttisswA ftgfisvvaexS gglXuwfiwwajvaS

                   Fig. 1.

wire used in this experiment.

        D=O.11,

        w=11.3,

        7:fb = 20.6 × lo-6 ,

        c==O.O31
                '

        a=43×10-`,
         Tnt -- 327-room temperature 170C. ,

           == 31ooc. .

-60 Cycles
current in-
dicating the
time jnter-･
val.

 ,
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               D4 == O.OOO146 ,

               1+aTm=2.34,

               log (1 +aT,.)=.850 ,

                   5a                c(i+.T'Ii) =O･296,

               log(1+az.)+-- 5a- --=1.146,
                            e (1 + aZn)

                7r2D4zvc
               "E7･fo16' =1･5 × lo3 ,

                              '
               t.,.1.72×103-I!-, ,

               T=1OO Amp.

                  t..L == O.i72 (see.)

                       number of waves
                  tobs.= 60 '

                     ,= 10･5 .,,o.17s (sec.)

                         60

    Several years ago, Mr. Kudo published a paper (Researehes of

the Electrotechnical Laboratory of Department of Communications o£
Japan No. 67) on this problem and explained the phenomena in detail.

By taking advantage of his data, we have confirmed that our simple

formula can be applied in the general case of fusion of fuse. The

numerical calculation for lead wire is shown in the following.

    In order to compare with ouv formula, we have summarized the

experimental results of the various Iengths and diameters of the
fuses in Fig.3 witht( 7,2 + 4Dt )as abscissa, pereentage of current

as ordinate. The curve shows the ealculated one, which is thesame

as shown in Fig. 2. It will be easily seen that it eoineides with 'the

observed values.
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TABLE I. The Amount    .2 4hOf l2 +D

Numberofgroups
oftheexperiment D l

O.OOIh=+O.O059D 4h

D
4h7r2T,+D

'

(1) O.08382 10.16 O.O178 O,850 e.948

(2) O.08382 5.08 O.O178 e.sso 1.243

(3) O.19812 10.16 O.OI07' O.215 O.313

(4) O.19812 5.08 O.OI07 O,215

(5) O,3165 10.16 O.O091 O,114 O.212

[[tABLE II. Temperature rise of terminals

Number of groups
of the experiment

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Temperature rise of
  terminals in OC

14.2

18.3

35

14

21

" Temperature rise
300

× 100 .%

4.7

6.2

11.8

 4.5

 7.0

[l]iABLE III. Minimurn current for melting the fuse.

'Cal.Min.Cur.whenV==O Cal.Min.Cur.with
correctionduetovi

lmc=Jm(1-hil-1yrt
lmobs.

Numberof
groupsof.theexperi-

ment

Ionobs.

fm=1.17×105
(-7;?.+4Dh)D･i

×i+`.t
k;T-) fa'-

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

7.42

8.45

23.85

33.00

50.00

7.4

8.38

23.4

32.6

49.0

7.3

8.2

23.8

32.5

49.3

O,98

O.97

O.995

O.985

O.985
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(1) group
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                                /t/t

IV. Time necessary for fusion of the first group.

157

linO/oImobs.' i,ino/,
t(7;+lh,)=O.948t

tobtainedfromthe
curveinFig,2.

tobs･

110 108 20.2 21.3 26
120 118 12.0 I2.6 14
140 137 6.6 6.9 7
160 l57 4.3 4.5 4.5
l80 177 3.1 3.2 3,2
200 196 2.4 2.5

         tobs(

  [l]ABLE V.

(2) group.

li;/-+ 41h) ) is plotted in Fig. 3. with the notation O,

Time necessary for fusion of the sec'ond group.

1.gb,.iner, -itinO/e
t(7;.4.h)=1.243t

tobtainedfromthe
curveinFig.2. tobs･

110 106.5 23.0 18.5 26
120 116.2 13.8 11.1 14
140 136 6.8 5.45 7
160 155 4,5 3.61 4.5
180 174 3.3 2.65 3.1
200 194 2.5 2.el

         tobs.(

  [l]ABLE VI.

(3) group.

-iS/ + 4.t

 Time

) ls plotted in Fig. 3, with the notation e,

         '
necessary for fusion of the third group.

 T
lm obs.

in %

110
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260

Llis in%

109.5
119.5
139.4
159.3
179.1
]99.0
219.0
238.8
258.6

t(-i7;-+ 4.t)

 =O.313t

,

19
11.1
6.1

4.2
3.0
2.3

 1.85
 1.5
 1.3

tobtained from the
 curve in Fig, 2.

60.5
35.4
19.5
13.4
9.55
7,3
5.9
4.8
4,15

tobs.

46
30
l9.5
13.5
10.0
7.6
6.0
4.6
4.0

tsbs.(f? + 4h

D
)is plotted in Fig. 3,.with the notation O,
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   TABLE VII.

 (4) group.

Time

 .Y. Ikeda

necessary

and K. Yoneta

 for fusion of the fourth group.

 f
1, inobs.

in %

110

120

140

160

180

200

f. in%

108

118

l38

158

175

197

t( N2    4hTZT, + D

==O.6085t

)

19.0

11.8

6.3

4.3

3.2

2.6

t obtained from the
 curve in Fig. 2.

31.2

19.6

10.4

7.e

5.2

4.?

tobs･

31

19

10

7

5

4

(5)

       '      tobs.(- 22--

1]ABLE VIII.

 group.

.+. 4D, h. )

Time

is plotted in Fig.

neeessary for

3. with the notation @.

fusion of the fifth group.

 l
2iitobs.

in %

110,

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

260

Lll
;."'- in %

108

118

138

158

175

197

217

236

256

t(    4hpt2

T, +D
== O.212 t

)

20.5

11.5

6.3

4.3

3.2

2.6

1.9

1.5

1.3

t obtained from the
 curve in Fig. 2.

97

54

29.7

20.3

15.1 ･

12.3

8.95

7.1

6.1

tobs.

65

43

27

20

15

l2

9

7,2

6

        ･ tobs.(l/-+ 4iZ ) is plotted in Fig. 3. with the notation cl).

    '                      W, Summary,
         '
   From the theoretical calculation we have obtained the
                              '
                                          'eurrent for fusion of the fuse:

               6( T22 + 4Dh)7r2D4TTmp

                  16 7:fb(4+aTTm) '

 --mlnlmum
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under the assumption of the terminal temperature being zero. If

the temperature of the terminals is ", then the correction will be

given hy

(17) Lnc=:Ln(1#1+it-gLzt"Z';i,n)'

                         D 7r2

The time necessary for fusion is the time necessary for reaching the

melting point added to the time neeessary for supplying the latent

heat of fusion, which is given by the formulae (3), (8) and (13).

For use when t is long

                   cw Rl.Ln 12
   `(-'I-i'r'-4Dh'-)="-zil,it.X./'!rl.'-;1.K};,iog[(i+Zazn)(i-(--Li-tt-)21]

               um4+aTT. X'i 1

                         w5               +･                 -zir-f. siff,,Zn) (-- .j i--                                 )2

For use when t is small

                   czo( L. 52 ,.
   t( 722 +'4Dh )=nT.,di. X-Irit..li2 log [(1 + ZaZn)(1-(L{lg' )2]]

                4+aTTnt XI1

                , w5
               r-- .                 L-..z..,/.f(,;,tt. Z,Q--( ,i.                                 )2

The formula is verified by making use of lead wire. Coincidence

with the experimental results has been attained almost perfectly.

              The Physical Institute of the Engineering Faculty,

                      Hokkaido Imperial University.


